The automatic generation of Arabic lexical recognition tests entails several NLP challenges, including corpus linguistics, automatic diacritization, lemmatization and language modeling. Here, we only address the problem of automatic diacritization, a step that paves the road for the automatic generation of Arabic LRTs. We conduct a comparative study between the available tools for diacritization (Farasa and Madamira) and a strong baseline. We evaluate the error rates for these systems using a set of publicly available (almost) fully diacritized corpora, but in a relaxed evaluation mode to ensure fair comparison. Farasa outperforms Madamira and the baseline under all conditions.
Introduction
Lexical recognition tests are widely used to assess vocabulary knowledge. LRTs are based on the assumption that recognizing a word is sufficient for 'knowing' the word (Cameron, 2002) . In such tests, the participants are being shown a list of items, containing words and nonwords. Their task is based on word recognition approach, i.e. they have to say 'Yes' when the item is word and 'No' otherwise -see Figure 1 .
In the past LRTs were manually generated, as in LexTALE 1 and other LexTALE-like tests (Lemhöfer and Broersma, 2012) . However, for the repetitive testing as used in formative assessment (Wang, 2007) , LRT's test stimuli need to be generated automatically using natural language processing (NLP) techniques. The automatic generation of LRTs involves two NLP tasks: (i) a simple task: words selection from a corpus, and (ii) a complex task: nonwords generation. Some researchers have recently proposed an approach to 1 The Lexical Test for Advanced Learners of English generate nonwords automatically using character n-gram language models as obtained from Brown corpus (Hamed and Zesch) . They applied their approach to English, and considered word selection using frequency per million word.
We want to generalize their approach to other languages, and more specifically Arabic, which is both interesting and challenging language. Creating Arabic lexical recognition tests is a task that entails a lot of NLP challenges regarding automatic diacritization, corpus linguistic, morphological analysis e.g. lemmatization and language modeling.
While there exist well-established lexical recognition tests for English, and other European languages like German and Dutch (Lemhöfer and Broersma, 2012) , French and Spanish, for many under-resourced languages, like Arabic, a lot of challenges still remain. We are aware of very few studies for Arabic, like (Ricks, 2015; Baharudin et al., 2014) . Both studies were conducted without any diacritical marks, which means that the respondent claims to know the most frequent diacritized form of a word. Although some researchers have recently shown that the diacritical marks play a vital role in improving the difficulty of Arabic LRTs (Hamed and Zesch, 2017) , they did not automate the whole process.
In this paper, we address one of these NLP challenges by taking a closer look on the different approaches for Arabic automatic diacritization, a dominant step in the design process of Arabic tests and especially the role of lexical diacritics that are a defining feature of Arabic word sense. Next, we provide some background on lexical recognition tests, followed by the entailed NLP challenges. 
Related Work
The lexical recognition tests are typically used to measure the size of vocabulary, i.e. they only measure the breadth of vocabulary knowledge, but not the depth or quality (Schmitt, 2014) . As described by Read (2004) , breadth is used to "refer to any vocabulary measure that requires just a single response to each target word, by indicating whether the word is known or not". LRTs have two presentation formats: Yes/No question format, or checklist format -as show in Figures 1, 2.
Arabic LRTs
We are aware of a limited set of studies on Arabic lexical recognition tests.
-Test of Arabic Vocabulary (TAV) Baharudin et al. (2014) developed the Test of Arabic Vocabulary that uses 40 words selected from a book by panel of experts, but no nonwords. Thus, the test is vulnerable to test-wiseness or overconfidence (just answering 'yes' for each item).
-Test of Arabic Checklist Ricks (2015) developed a checklist-format test with 40 words and 20 nonwords (following the format introduced with LexTALE). Words were randomly selected from the Buckwalter/Parkinson frequency dictionary (Buckwalter and Parkinson, 2014) , but excluding dialectal words. Nonwords were manually created using letters substitution approach.
Importance of Diacritics for LRTs
In a recent studies Zesch, 2017, 2018) , the researchers added a new parameter to Ricks's test. They constructed a diacritized test, where they partially diacritized the test stimuli (words and nonwords) and applied a form of relaxation that drops some diacritics. It was shown that diacritics play a vital role in words recognition, especially for beginner and intermediate learners. Hamed and Zesch (2018) demonstrated the impact of diacritization on increasing the difficulty of Arabic LRTs.
NLP Challenges
Three Arabic NLP challenges are entailed in the automatic generation of Arabic LRTs.
Diacritized Text Availability
LRT is a corpus-based assessment. To obtain a reliable frequency count, we typically need a large set of diacritized text. However, the currently available diacritized corpora are limited to religion related texts (Classical Arabic) such as the Holy Quran 2 , RDI 3 and Tashkeela (Zerrouki and Balla, 2017) or newswire genres available in Penn Arabic Treebanks (PATB) from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). Below we shed the light on the limitations of available corpora.
• Religious Text As we are trying to build education application that measure language proficiency. We need text that cover a variety of themes like: politics, economics, health, science and technology, sports, arts, culture and religion.
• ATB Which is limited in terms of size with less than 570k tokens and in terms of diversity with 87,160 unique surface forms (excluding numerals). In comparison, the AFP news corpus has approximately 765,890 unique tokens (Cole et al., 2001) . Moreover, ATB often uses inconsistent diacritizations (Darwish et al., 2017) .
Such a huge corpus can be crawled from the internet, lemmatized and diacritized accordingly.
Lemmatization
Lemmatization is the process of grouping together the different inflected forms of a word, so they can be analyzed as a single item (a.k.a the lemma). The lemma (aka the dictionary citation form) is a conventionalized choice using one of the word forms to stand for the set (Habash, 2010) . Typically, the lemmas are written without any clitics and without any sense (meaning indices). For example, the lemma of a verb is the third person masculine singular perfective form e.g. /AtSl/; while the lemma for a noun is the masculine singular form e.g. /bayt/. 4
Lemmas are usually presented in the LRTs for English and other European languages . Following standard practice for frequency lists in English and other languages, Buckwalter and Parkinson (2014) adopt the lemma as the organizing principle in their frequency dictionary. Lemmatization is difficult because Arabic is a morphology rich language and its words are highly inflected and derived (Aqel et al., 2015) . We are aware of a well-established research that compares the available lemmatization tools. For example, Darwish and Mubarak (2016) have shown that Farasa outperforms or equalizes state-of-the-art Arabic segmenters like Madamira (Pasha et al., 2014) . Next, we investigate the performance of Arabic diacritization tools.
Diacritization
The Arabic script contains two classes of symbols for writing words: letters and diacritics (Habash, 2010) . Diab et al. (2007) grouped the diacriticcal marks into three categories: vowels (Fatha /a/, Damma /u/, Kasra /i/ and Sukun to indicate the no presence of any vowel), nunations or Tanween (Fathatan, Dammatan, Kasratan) and Shadda (gemination or a consonant doubling).
The following examples show the appearance of all diacritics on the Arabic letter " " /d/ grouped by categories: short vowels ( /da/, Damma /du/, Kasra /di/ and Sukun /do/), Tanween ( /daN/, /duN/ and /diN/) and Shadda ( /dd/) respectively. Diacritization is the task of restoring missing diacritics automatically in languages that are usually written without diacritics like Arabic and Hebrew. We are not going to reinvent the wheel, instead we are going to evaluate the existing and freely available diacritization tools and report the best performing one. We are aware of two tools: MADAMIRA and Farasa. Next, we provide some 4 If no masculine is possible, then the feminine singular.
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State of the Art Overview
We shortly describe the diacritized datasets, and give an overview of the results that have so far been obtained on different corpora using the standard evaluation metrics.
Datasets
Table 1 summarizes the existing diacritized corpora, we conduct our experiments using Free corpora.
Evaluation Metrics
Two standard evaluation metrics are used almost exclusively to measure the system performance, in terms of error rates on the character and word levels. Namely, diacritization error rate (DER) and word error rate (WER). The smaller the error rates, the better the performance.
Case Endings In the diacritized version of the LRTs, the test stimuli are typically shown with lexical diacritics and without syntactic diacritics (a.k.a. case endings). Thus, we are going to report a variant of the above two mentioned metrics that ignore the word's last letter, denoted as DER-1 and WER-1.
Results Overview
The existing diacritization approaches can be grouped into four main categories: statistical, sequence labeling, morphological analysis, and hybrid approaches (Metwally et al., 2016) . Although there are several models within each approach, we only shed the light on one tool (not necessarily the the best performing one). A detailed review can be found in (Azmi and Almajed, 2015) .
Statistical For example, the approach by Hifny (2012) is using an n-gram language model.
Sequence Labeling Some researchers have proposed handling the problem as a sequence labeling problem in which every letter of the word may be tagged with any of the possible diacritics. For example, recurrent neural networks model (Abandah et al., 2015) .
Morphological Analysis For example, the system by Habash et al. (2009) is based on MADA, the tool for the morphological analysis and disambiguation of Arabic.
Hybrid Usually, the hybrid approach combines multiple-layers, each is utilizing one single approach. For example, the Rashwan et al. (2011) combines the unfactorized system (dictionarybased system) and a morphological analyzer. Table 2 gives an overview of the reported results from the literature. The results are grouped by the corpus that was used for testing in order to allow for a fair comparison. Most numbers are still not directly comparable as they were obtained using different test sets. As most of the systems from the literature are not freely available, we have no way of directly comparing them. In this paper, we establish a comparative study that only includes the systems that are freely available along with the freely available corpora under a controlled settings.
Experimental Setup
The experiments are carried out using DKPro TC, the open-source UIMA-based framework for supervised text classification (Daxenberger et al., 2014) . All the experiments were conducted as tenfold (1 part testing, 9 parts training) cross validation reporting the average over the ten folds.
Used Data
Because of the commercial availability of LDC's PATB datasets, our experimental data are drawn from the Quran, Tashkeela (CA) and RDI (contemporary writing). Table 3 shows the statistics for these three sub-datasets (punctuation marks are not counted).
Data Preprocessing
The files from Tashkeela and RDI contain Quranic symbols or English alphabets and numerics respectively. In order to prepare them for training and testing purposes, the following preprocessing steps are performed: (i) convert them from HTML to plain text files that have one sentence per line. (ii) clean the files by removing the Quranic symbols and words written in non Arabic letters. (iii) normalize the Arabic text by removing the extra white spaces and the Tatweel.
Sequence Labeling Baseline
This treats diacritization as a sequence labeling (multi-class text classification) problem and proposed a baseline solution using conditional random fields (Lafferty et al., 2001) .
Given a sentence (set of non-diacritized words) separated using white-space delimiter, each word in the sentence is a sequence of characters, and we want to label each letter with its corresponding labels from the diacritics set D = (d 1 , ..., d N ) . We represent each word as input sequence X = (x 1 , ..., x N ), where we need to label each consonant in X with the diacritics that follow this consonant. Thus, the diacritization of X sequence is to find its labeling sequence Y, of word length and derived from D. A word might have more than one valid labeling. For the word "ktAb" ( ) X = (k, t, A, b), Y 1 = (i, a, o, u) and Y 2 = (i, a, o, a) are examples of two possible labeling.
Our features are character n-grams language model (LM) in sequence labeling approach. The features extractor selects the character-level features relevant to diacritics from annotated corpora. It collects the diacritics on previous, current and following character and up to the 6th character.
Diacritization Tools
We are aware of a few tools that can be tested with thousands of words, enhanced or integrated with Java Frameworks.
MADAMIRA A fast, comprehensive tool for morphological analysis and disambiguation of Arabic (Pasha et al., 2014) . It is the successor of MADA (Habash et al., 2009) .
Our experiments are carried out using the SAMA enabled version of Madamira v2.1. Madamira reported the accuracy of 86.3 and 95.3 for full and partial diacritization using an MSA blind test set. Madamira was used to diacritize the test sequences from the three corpora: Quran, Tashkeela (CA) and RDI. As the resulting diacritized text is encoded using Buckwalter transliteration, it is necessary to decode it into Arabic text. We compare the mapped Arabic text with gold sequence and calculating the different evaluation metrics.
Farasa A fast and accurate text processing toolkit for Arabic text (Darwish and Mubarak,
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Corpus
Test Size Approach DER WER DER-1 WER-1 (10 3 )
ATB (Parts 1-3)
52 Morphological (Habash et al., 2009) 4.8 14.9 2.2 5.5 52 Hybrid (Rashwan et al., 2011) 3.8 12.5 1.2 3.1 37 RNN (Abandah et al., 2015) 2. Table 3 : Statistics of corpora sub-datasets used in this study.
2016).
We did not find any reported published results for Farasa diacritizer. We use Farasa to diacritize test sequence from the three corpora. We compare the resulting diacritized text with gold sequence and calculate the different metrics.
Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation was conducted across the character and word levels. For the Arabic LRTs, the test stimuli are not fully diacritized, instead they conform to specific diacritization (no default diacritics, no case-endings) settings. Thus, the different error rates are reported in relaxed mode, not in strict mode:
Strict Mode Whenever a letter has a set of diacritics in the gold standard, the tools are expected to predict exactly this set. This means that we punish tools that only provide a partial diacritization, e.g. by not returning some default diacritics. For example ( ) /qAl/ instead of ( ) /qaAl/.
Relaxed Mode Whenever a letter has a set of diacritics in the gold standard, we do not expect the tool to predict exactly this set. Which means that we do not punish the tools on a letter that does not hold a diacritic. Instead, we only count for the letters that holds diacritic. This assumption remains valid only for words that are labeled with at least one diacritic by the diacritization tool (i.e. the tool is punished if no-diacritics are provided).
The following pre/post-processing steps are applied on the text to do the comparison in relaxed mode.
• Comply to Default Diacritics It is important to note that both Madamira and Farasa ignore the default diacritics, so that we normalize the gold sequence in such a way that also ignores the default diacritics to ensure fair comparison.
• Sukun Removal Some writing styles use the Sukun diacritic to mark un-diacritized letters and some styles leave such letters without any diacritic. To overcome these differences when computing the error rates, we discard the Sukun to neglect it in our evaluation.
Making Results Comparable
In Table 4 , we show the average number and ratio of diacritics per letter for the gold standard and all systems used in our experiments. It shows that Madamira and Farasa both assign about the same amount of diacritics on average, but substantially fewer than the gold standard. This means that both tools are especially punished by the strict evaluation. These findings motivate us to do the evaluation using the relaxed mode. This requires us to normalize the ratio of letters with diacritics in the gold standard, training and output texts. Table 5 shows the results in relaxed mode. The error rates are generally as expected. Farasa diacritizer outperforms all other methods in all conditions. The performance of Madamira with the Quran is lower than its performance with RDI and As most of the systems from the literature are not freely available, we have no way of directly comparing our results with those approaches unless they have the same settings. Only Farasa comes closer to the DER and DER-1 numbers by (Abandah et al., 2015) in Table 2 when text is drawn from the Quran. If we ignore the sample size, it can be clearly seen that the results of Farasa in relaxed mode are on the same level under (DER and DER-1) and outperforms the results approached by Bebah et al. (2014) under (WER and WER-1). The error rates are relatively high, we expect a certain level of overfitting on the domain (due to free words order) to play a role and that our results are closer to the actual performance that can be expected from existing tools.
Recall that Madamira reported an accuracy of 86.3% when evaluated using a blind MSA test set from the PATB. Madamira performs better in the relaxed mode (there is a slight difference). For instance, on average it shows a 74%, 80% and 80% WERs with the Quran, RDI and Tashkeela respectively. On the other hand, Farasa reported an accuracy of 86% with the three corpora.
Conclusion and Future Work
Arabic LRTs are corpus-based assessments that make use of diacritized words counts in a huge corpus. The lack of diacritized Arabic resources is one of the main challenges entailed in the automatic generation of Arabic LRTs. This paper approached the lack of diacritized Arabic resources via automatic diacritization. We presented a comparative study between the publicly available tools for diacritization. The evaluation experiments are conducted using diacritized text from the Quran, Tashkeela and RDI corpora, but in a relaxed evaluation mode to ensure fair comparison and suit the design of Arabic LRTs. Farasa outperforms Madamira under all conditions. In future work, we want to investigate the creation of dialectal Arabic lexical recognition tests automatically.
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